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Hello, delegates! I could not be more excited to welcome you all to the Greater               

Washington Conference on International Affairs, more commonly known as GWCIA! This will            

be our twenty-fifth iteration and, due to the challenges we face with the COVID-19 pandemic,               

we will be hosting our one-day conference fully online for the safety of all delegates. With this                 

new format in mind, I’m excited to work with you all to find new ways to do Model UN and                    

provide an informative, dynamic, and above all fun conference experience for all of you!  

Before we get deep into our topic, I want to tell you a little bit about myself. I am a                    

third-year student at GWU studying Journalism and Mass Communication and I was born and              

raised in San Juan, Puerto Rico. As such, I have always been very interested in the problems that                  

plague Puerto Rico as an unincorporated territory of the United States and similar issues that               

other nations face as colonies, territories, etc. I am also really passionate about literature, music               

(Tyler the Creator, Pink Floyd, and Bad Bunny are some of my favorite artists), and I love to                  

watch movies in my spare time. I also love going to the beach, playing Super Smash Bros.                 

Ultimate, and doing volunteer work as safely as I can during the pandemic. 

 I will remind you that the committee will be held through the virtual app Discord, which                

will allow for all the traditional aspects of a committee to be held successfully. I will also be                  

working with my team to find new ways to run this committee online to make the process easier                  

and more enriching for you all. If you have any questions about the committee’s topic, structure,                

or other logistics, please feel free to reach out to me through my email: gabobras@gwu.edu.               

Thank you so much for your interest in GWCIA and I cannot wait to see you on February 6th! 

Sincerely, 

Gabriel Bras-Nevares 
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Introduction 

 This will be the Special Political and Decolonization Committee (SPECPOL) and our            

topic area is the sovereignty of unrecognized and neocolonial nations. For this committee, you              

will be tasked with solving the issues of self-determination and sovereignty for nations that, for               

many different reasons, do not have their full independence as countries or as states. The goal of                 

the committee will be to establish a framework with which unrepresented nations can work to               

further develop their sovereignty, improve their quality of life, and end colonial practices that              

subjugate these nations. 

 While most nations today are represented in international organizations such as the            

United Nations and can exert full sovereignty over their territories and peoples, there are still               

many nations and communities that have not gotten their fair share. Most of these cases are owed                 

to their long history of being colonies of other empires and nations, the lack of political and                 

economic development in these areas, or sociocultural trends that perpetuate neocolonial           

commodities that benefit only a small group of people in power. Politically, many of these               

nations have ambiguous government structures that allow for limited self-governance while still            

being subject to another nation’s jurisdiction. This limited power can also be translated to a               

nation’s economic development, where industries are often imposed on these nations by larger             

powers and where the resources available to these nations for economic growth are often limited               

and poorly administered due to the aforementioned government structure. In terms of an             

unrepresented nation’s culture and social development, their long histories as colonies often            

result in their status being upheld and perpetuated by those who benefit from the colonial system,                
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stifling upward social mobility and preventing more action by populations that are often left              

powerless to compete with more developed countries. 

 The question of territory and land disputes can also limit certain nations’ sovereignty.             

The Israel-Palestine conflict, for example, has damaged these nations for decades and resulted in              

much inequality, suppression, and a lack of self-determination for these disparate communities.            

Therefore, it is also crucial to understand the issues of territory that influence the struggles for                

self-determination for many nations in order to determine the right path they should take to               

develop their sovereignty. Some nations may be legally bound to others, as they are often the                

result of expansionist practices or are rewarded to empires as “bounties” of wars. 

 Historical knowledge of each delegation’s colonial history and current colonial practices,           

if any, will be key to establishing each delegation’s policy and suggested action for this               

committee. In addition, you as delegates must take into account the possible reforms to existing               

neo colonial structures that the countries you are representing can take, as each and every               

country in this committee will be expected to provide concrete solutions to improve quality of               

life and government in these nations, further establish these nations’ sovereignty, and integrate             

them into the global sphere of communication, diplomacy, and cooperation. 

 In addition, delegates should aim to define what will constitute as unrepresented or neo              

colonial nations in order to accurately provide the necessary aid to each nation, as no nation’s                

situation is exactly the same as another’s. This can be due to different political classifications,               

economies, and cultural attitudes towards colonialism and their current status. This committee            

will emphasize the need to provide comprehensive, versatile, and specific solutions for a variety              

of neo colonial practices that limit a nation’s ability to self-determine, but these solutions must               
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also take into account that each nation’s situation is entirely unique and broad, general reforms to                

UN structures or government practices will not entirely solve the issues at hand 

  

Historical Background 

 Colonialism will be referred to in committee broadly as the practice of a nation              

influencing and exerting power over a smaller, less powerful nation. This definition broadly             

encompasses the expansionist history of ancient empires, the colonization of the New World, and              

subsequent imperialism and government intervention in other nations. Delegates should consider           

the broad and ever growing list of ways in which this exertion of power over another nation can                  

happen today, especially in the age of globalization that has allowed for more interconnectivity,              

yet more interference, between nations. 

 The history of colonialism can be traced back to around 1550 B.C., when the empires of                

Ancient Greece, Ancient Rome, Ancient Egypt, and Phoenicia began to expand their reach into              

surrounding territories and non-contiguous areas. These expansionist practices laid the          

groundwork for many of the great Western and Eastern civilizations that would go on to expand                

their empires themselves across Asia and Europe. They also resulted in the creation of              

city-states, provinces, and claimed territories that were able to exert some form of political and               

economic independence, although these were mostly directed by representatives of the           

expansionist nations they fell under. As such, the first political colonial structures were formed              

around almost complete control of these conquered territories with little to no political             

representation and few avenues for the subjugated peoples of these lands to self-determine. 
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These ancient civilizations were mostly focused on obtaining resources and land to expand their              

cultural and political reach and further develop their economies, a practice that still holds true for                

neo colonialism and interventionism. During this time, indigenous peoples often disputed with            

one another to build new empires in Asia and the Middle East, whereas other indigenous groups                

were subjugated by stronger Mediterranean empires and later found their independence or            

remained as parts of these growing civilizations for centuries. It should be noted that just because                

some of these nations were expansionist, colonial, and powerful in nature, this does not mean               

that they themselves were not subjected to colonial rule either in their past or in their futures,                 

especially during the imperialist period of the 19th and 20th centuries. 

 The discovery of the New World in the 15th century began what is the most widely                

known colonial period: the expansion of European powers such as Spain and Portugal into the               

Americas. With the discovery of these new territories came the enslavement and exploitation of              

the indigenous communities that inhabited these territories in order to gain the newly found              

resources and expand political power. Territories in Asia, Africa, and India were also conquered,              

as well as the people who inhabited these lands. In 1494, the Treaty of Tordesillas between Spain                 

and Portugal essentially split the world into two hemispheres; the Spaniards would have the              

Americas and the Portuguese would conquer the lands in Africa and India, with Asia being left                

out of the deal due to imprecise longitudinal measurements. As such, this became a highly               

contested and mostly unexplored region until the 17th and 18th centuries, when European             

powers finally found their way to these regions. Other European powers such as Britain, France,               

and the Netherlands began to conquer colonial territories as well, with some ventures like the               
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Dutch East India Company irrevocably tying colonialism to economic development through           

expansionist means and the establishment of maritime and territorial trade routes. 

 The economic and political consequences of this colonialism would shape each nation’s            

structures and systems for centuries after. As the colonial period went on, many colonies evolved               

in terms of their government structures with the creation of viceroyalties, which were territories              

administered by representatives of a given power’s empire and government so as to continue to               

provide direct rule over these territories and further develop their economies and social mobility.              

In addition, colonists justified these expansions and the horrible treatment of indigenous peoples             

through religious reasons, citing that God gave them the divine right to evangelize in discovered               

territories and spread the religion of christianity. This “divine power” of colonial empires             

contributed to the forced evangelization of indigenous communities and the erasure of their             

customs, traditions, and culture. The effects of this erasure can still be felt today, with many                

indigenous communities reduced to the dozens and isolated from the rest of society.             

Additionally, this colonial expansion also resulted in the enslavement of not only indigenous             

people, but of African natives who were moved to the Americas and other regions to work as                 

slaves for the economic profit of the colonizers. This is the most salient and prominent example                

of how colonialism also contributed to racist perceptions of marginalized groups and the             

suffering they endured for centuries before achieving their rightful freedom, although they            

continue to be mistreated and hatefully isolated from society by those in power. 

 This strong period of colonialism lasted until the late 1700s and 1800s, with the United               

States of America and Haiti becoming the first American nations to achieve independence from              

their colonial masters. This spurred further independence movements not only in America, but             
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across Europe, the Middle East, and Asia. However, a large part of the regions mentioned were                

still subject to colonial powers and it would take a few more decades for them to achieve their                  

rightful independence from European powers. During this time period, the traditional practices of             

colonialism took a new form through imperialism, with both traditional European powers and the              

newly emerged U.S. empire fighting for influence and power in newly independent American             

and Asian nations. Additionally, many European powers began to fight for regions of Africa in               

the 1880s, establishing colonies and fighting for resources. The 20th century saw a long period               

of decolonization in the African continent lasting until around 1975, although this did not fully               

end the colonial attitudes and practices, perhaps best exemplified by apartheid in South Africa. 

 The fall of colonial empires does not have a specific date, yet the             

Spanish-Cuban-American War of 1898 signaled a huge power shift in the world and was a               

marker for the end of traditional colonial practices. With this war, Spain lost many of its                

remaining territories, Cuba gained its independence, and many other European nations followed            

suit. However, this war also confirmed the rise of the U.S. as an empire, almost as a replacement                  

of the traditional colonial power structure. Puerto Rico became an unincorporated territory of the              

United States and the U.S. victory in the war was followed by a series of interventions in other                  

Latin American nations as a result of economic expansion of the U.S., with many U.S.-backed               

enterprises and companies provoking civil unrest in Latin American nations and establishing            

political influence over them. During the Cold War decades later, the Soviet Union also engaged               

in proxy wars with the United States and exerted tremendous influence and power over nations               

all over the world. 
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Current Situation and Case Studies 

 While many ex colonies have been liberated, there are still many nations around the              

world that are not fully part of specific powers, yet not fully separate either. Many of these                 

conflicts are now based on cultural or social differences, such as the Israeli-Palestinian conflict              

and the civil wars raging in Armenia. Currently, there is a strong global call for the rightful                 

liberation of these nations, yet their history appears to be too linked to their power structures to                 

fully become independent smoothly. On the other hand, groups such as the Unrepresented             

Nations and Peoples Organization have been instrumental to advocating for the           

self-determination of these nations and to mediating conflict between these peoples and their neo              

colonial “owners.” However, even this organization does not include every unrepresented nation            

in the world, meaning that there is still a long way to go for these nations to have a legitimate                    

voice in the international community. The following are a few brief case studies that represent               

current neo colonial practices in various regions. 

  

Puerto Rico 

 The island archipelago of Puerto Rico was first colonized by the Spanish Empire in 1492               

and later became an unincorporated territory of the United States in 1898. It has undergone two                

major independence movements, one under the Spanish Empire in 1868 and another under U.S.              

rule in 1950, but both failed due to being quelled by the empires. Since then, the call for                  

independence in Puerto Rico has diminished although it still remains active, especially after a              

fiscal board was imposed on the island to handle its financial situation and help pay their                

enormous debt to the United States. This has resulted in huge budgetary cuts that have               
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disproportionately affected poorer communities in the island, as well as the island’s public             

university system. Laws like the Jones Act limit Puerto Rico’s economic development by not              

allowing imports from other countries without first passing through U.S. ports, which radically             

increases taxes and irrevocably ties Puerto Rico’s economy to the United States. Puerto Rico has               

a non-voting delegate in the U.S. House of Representatives known as the Resident             

Commissioner and its citizens are full U.S. citizens. Out of all of the unrepresented colonies and                

nations, Puerto Rico is among the ones with the highest quality of life and has a governmental                 

system almost identical to that of the United States, although not all parts of the U.S.                

Constitution apply to it and it is denied the ability to declare bankruptcy. As such, Puerto Rico is                  

a prime example of a successful (albeit marginally) unincorporated territory of a larger country,              

yet Puerto Ricans still call for a change in their neo colonial structure. 

  

Catalonia 

 Catalonia is an autonomous community of Spain located in its northeastern section. It             

progressively grew its independence as a Spanish province and shortly became a republic under              

French protection after revolting during the Franco-Spanish War before being reconquered by            

Spanish forces. The War of Spanish Succession ended with a complete reunification of Spain,              

which meant that Catalonia was further suppressed by the government of Spain and remained a               

province, with the added replacement of the Catalan language with Spanish. It enjoyed a brief               

period of self-determination and governance with the Second Spanish Republic before having            

these privileges revoked during the Francoist regime, although they were reinstated in the             

subsequent transition to democracy. Currently, Catalonia falls under a Statute of Autonomy            
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which serves as its main set of laws to establish government and is second only to the Spanish                  

Constitution, which denominates Catalonia as a “nationality.” As such, the region is still subject              

to Spanish rule, even though many have disputed the legality of this term. Courts still hold that                 

the term “nation” to describe Catalonia holds no true political weight and only indicates the               

historical and cultural difference between the “nationality” and the rest of Spain. Its             

governmental structure is the Generalitat of Catalonia, consisting of a legislature, a president,             

and an executive body. While Catalonia has autonomy, it has recently been barred from              

establishing true independence because of its significant contributions to the Spanish economy,            

which has caused its leaders to hold tightly to the power structure. An independence referendum               

was held in 2017 and resulted in the vote for independence, but it was deemed unconstitutional                

by the Spanish government and many of the Catalonian government actors were arrested for              

rebellion or had to flee the country. Catalonia has shown strong autonomy and self-sufficiency,              

but economic ties to Spain and legal constitutional debates have held its independence back,              

although it is one of the most represented and widely known examples of unrecognized nations. 

  

Ambazonia 

 The Federal Republic of Ambazonia is a self-declared state that is internationally            

recognized as an autonomous anglophone state of the Cameroonian federation, which was            

created in 1961. It was first a British colony and was later handed over to the German Empire                  

before being reclaimed by the British Empire during World War I. In 1958, French Cameroon               

attained its independence and Ambazonia was faced with a choice in the face of resolution 1064                

(XI) of 1957, which called on Administering Authorities to give Trust territories (such as              
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Ambazonia) full independence. In 1960, Ambazonia (then known as the Southern Cameroons)            

was faced with a choice for independence through a plebiscite: join Nigeria as one of their                

federated regions or annex with the French-speaking regions of Cameroon in order to form a               

federation of two states. The Ambazonian people were not happy, since they did not want either                

of the two options in order to gain independence. This choice was given to them by the United                  

Nations themselves, who aimed to resolve territorial conflicts during this period but gave many              

nations ultimatums in order to solve these issues of independence quickly. The relationship             

between Ambazonia and French Cameroon has not been smooth, as the approval of the              

constitution of the federation between both Cameroons was left only to the French side. In 1972,                

the francophile region abolished the federation in an attempt to fully unify both regions until               

1984. Since then, French Cameroon has attempted to annex Ambazonia into its country as              

regions in the face of fierce resistance from Ambazonia’s political organization. Most recently, a              

declaration of independence from the Southern Cameroons Ambazonia Consortium United Front           

resulted in a declaration of war against Ambazonian nationalists from the Cameroonian            

government, resulting in an ongoing civil war in the regions. These conflicts have resulted in               

numerous parliamentary crises within the Ambazonian government and the Cameroonian          

government, which has only spurred the call for rightful representation from Ambazonian            

nationalists and the international community. 

  

Tibet 

 Tibet is a region in East Asia that is the traditional home of the Tibetan people and other                  

ethnic groups. It was originally the Tibetan Empire from the 7th century onward, conquering              
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much land in Asia and becoming a powerful force. During the 9th century, civil wars resulted in                 

the fragmentation of the empire, with much of the territories being claimed by Islamic and               

Chinese forces. Most of the west of Tibet was organized into large government structures that               

were under Mongol rule from Beijing, whereas the eastern region was mostly composed of              

decentralized indigenous communities which slowly fell under Chinese rule until a final invasion             

of the Tibetan state by the Chinese government after unsuccessful negotiations. The Tibetan             

government was dissolved in 1959 after a failed uprising, and Tibet is now mostly under Chinese                

rule as autonomous regions. The eastern regions, however, are mostly comprised of ethnic             

groups that live in autonomous communities. The Tibetan independence movement is strong            

through the Tibetan diaspora in countries like the United States and India, whereas it has been                

reported that many Tibetan activists in the region have been arrested, tortured, and otherwise              

suppressed by the government in power. The region is currently full of much unrest, with many                

members of the international community condemning Beijing’s disregard for human rights in the             

region but also condemning violent separatist movements and uprisings. 

 

 As seen in these case studies, the circumstances that these nations face are varied,              

historically tied, yet often interconnected. Some of these nations have always been colonies or              

territories, yet others have struggled to regain their once-recognized independence. Many of            

these nations are also subject to government misadministration and corruption, face legal            

obstacles to their self-determination, have suffered human rights violations and subjugation for            

years, and have become inextricably tied to their “parent nations” politically, economically, or             

socially. 
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 Despite all the negative consequences that unrecognized nations face, it must also be             

acknowledged that there are legitimate benefits to this ambiguous structure. Many of these             

nations have had the chance to develop themselves economically and later become independent             

despite their historical status as colonies, which in itself has granted these nations some stability.               

In addition, this neo colonial status provides some protections, both in terms of legal protection               

and military protection. However, there has been so much historical mismanagement of these             

territories that these protections must be considered carefully and with prudence if delegates are              

to find a comprehensive and equitable solution for all these nations. 

 

Possible Solutions 

 The most obvious answer for the self-determination of these peoples is full independence             

and self-governance, yet it is also the hardest to achieve. Many “parent nations” already have               

important stakes in these territories and it is historically seen that the independence of territories               

would be seen as a loss of power and influence for these governments. In addition, these calls for                  

independence are often halted by legal jargon, overpowering military might, and a sociocultural             

barrier in the form of thousands of citizens who might be pleased with the current neo colonial                 

situation. As such, delegates working to achieve independence for these nations must carefully             

consider the historical claims each party has to these territories, their long relationship, and the               

current independence movements that are already underway, be they orchestrated by government            

actors or citizen-driven movements. 

 Another avenue of decolonization and rightful representation for these countries is           

statehood, which will be referred to as fully becoming part of a “parent nation” and having                
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appropriate representation in national governments. What qualifies as “appropriate” will be           

subjective and most likely will change depending on which nation you are referring to, but it is                 

crucial for delegates who consider a smooth process of annexation to emphasize just             

representation, respect of cultural or political differences, and the right to democracy and             

self-determination for these peoples. Plebiscites have been both successful and disastrous in the             

past, so new ways to determine a path forward for these nations will be pivotal to this                 

committee’s success. If these two options are not viable for a given delegation, they must               

consider how a nation’s quality of life may be improved and how freedoms of democracy,               

self-sustainability, and political independence may be achieved in nations that are otherwise            

ravaged by civil war, social unrest, and economic decline. 

 

Bloc Positions 

*Note: these bloc positions are general, so it is crucial that delegates individually research their               

delegations appropriately and understand their specific policy; there are always some outliers in             

these regions who may have different policies and historical relations to the topic. 

North America 

 North American nations’ sustainable economic development and history of going from           

colonial states to world powers puts them in a unique position for this committee. U.S.               

imperialism in particular will be a tricky subject to cope with during committee, yet the U.S. and                 

Canada have their own benevolent economic and political reasons to establish deep ties with              

other nations, even those who are not fully represented. As such, this region is particularly               

invested in holding their power over certain territories while also advancing their quality of life               
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and political representation in the face of heightened consciousness and social pressures to do so.               

As some of the world’s most important diplomatic players, they will have to address their history                

with colonialism and the new ways in which they plan to make these nations a better place. 

  

Central/South America and the Caribbean 

 As historically colonized and later independent nations, these countries have a key            

understanding of the process of decolonization and the difficulties that it entails. Many of these               

nations went through violent revolutions to achieve their independence and destructive periods of             

governance after gaining it. Their economies and sociocultural relations have been irreparably            

damaged as a result, leading to even more government interventions and economic exploitation             

on behalf of the United States and Russia during the Cold War. There are still many nations in                  

this bloc that have yet to be granted their self-determination, which has led to a lot of pressure                  

within the bloc to fix these issues. On the other hand, the benefits that these countries have seen                  

through their established relations with larger world powers has made them consider the colonial              

structures a bit differently. Therefore, this bloc will have to consider the ways in which newly                

independent nations in the region will be integrated into their international organization and how              

further practices of decolonization (and territorial gain) may be improved to avoid the crises that               

many Latin American nations have faced. 

  

Europe 

 This bloc is formed of some of the earliest practitioners of colonialism, countries who              

were instrumental to the development of new nations yet were also perpetrators of many colonial               
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practices. They share a very similar position to the U.S. and Canada in this regard, but have had a                   

much longer historical track record of making their territories independent, either as a result of               

smooth transitions into self-governance or due to revolutions. No region knows the consequences             

of colonialism and its destructive nature better than Europe, since their fall from grace was               

devastating for the national consciousness. Many successful decolonization efforts by Europe           

have set these nations as experts in the field of neo colonial relations and their strong economies,                 

governments, and political practices have kept them stable for decades now. As such, these              

countries are very set on continuing relations with their colonies and will have to determine new                

ways to establish self-determination and sovereignty while still keeping these territories as            

important parts of their jurisdiction. 

  

Middle East 

 This region has been marred by social strife and many cultural and territorial disputes that               

many members of the international community have become involved in given recent events like              

the War on Terror, the Arab Spring, and the looming presence of companies and governments               

looking to benefit from their natural resources. The countries in this region have not faced the                

threat of colonialism as strongly as others, but the civil wars and unrest in the region has turned it                   

into a battleground for many different state actors to intervene in. The Middle Eastern bloc is                

uniquely positioned to focus on the quality of life in these unrepresented nations and their input                

is crucial to solving territorial disputes, ending civil wars, and establishing a firm international              

code for interventionism and respect of sovereignty in the face of their many warring factions               

and their pivotal contributions to the world economy. 
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 Africa 

 The continent of Africa is one which has only recently enjoyed independence for many of               

its nations. Much like Latin America, the impact of the colonial period is still felt to this day                  

given the constant civil strife, economic subdevelopment, and governmental crises that many            

African nations face. In many ways, they are still fighting to be heard in the international                

community and have many unrepresented nations as a result of territorial disputes, sociocultural             

divisions, and political strife. As one of the most recent regions to undergo a long decolonization                

period, the young African nations are uniquely poised to provide substantive comment on how              

these practices have affected their quality of life and how they can be improved upon for the next                  

wave of decolonized nations. In addition, constant international intervention in their affairs have             

unfortunately informed them of the consequences of interference and exploitation, especially           

given their long history of colonization and their ties to the age of slavery. It is a region that is                    

still fighting for freedom, but must overcome intercontinental conflicts in order to ensure all its               

citizens are rightfully represented and autonomous. 

 

Asia 

 The Asia bloc has some of the world’s most powerful countries, yet it also comprises               

many unrepresented nations that have important historic ties to the region. Many unrepresented             

peoples in this region are ethnic or indigenous groups that have been isolated by the more                

powerful nations in the bloc and thus have been continually deprived of their right to               

self-determination thanks to the intercolonial practices of Asia’s early history and empires. As             

huge economic powers, these powerful Asian nations must also consider the role that their              
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colonies and territories play in their world presence and how they can ensure that human rights                

and democracy are still upheld and protected in the region. Additionally, unrepresented nations             

in the region face many historical disparities and disputes that have barred them from effectively               

gaining their representation, which makes Asia an incredibly important bloc when it comes to the               

legal ramifications and obstacles of independence or statehood. 

  

Questions to Consider 

1. Does your delegation currently hold territories or neo colonies? If so, what can your              

delegation do to improve the quality of life and self-determination? If not, how can your               

delegation contribute to the rightful representation of these nations given their history? 

2. What is your delegation’s history with colonialism and imperialism? How does it inform             

your delegation’s policies on this topic? 

3. How can unrepresented nations become more economically and politically sustainable?          

What reforms will your delegations propose to improve the quality of life in these nations               

while respecting their historical and sociocultural ties to their territories? 

4. How much should international actors and organizations intervene in the process of            

self-determination for these nations? Does the world need more intervention or less            

intervention in order to protect these peoples and their freedoms? 

5. What pre-existing models for self-determination and territorial control should be          

continued in order to solve the problem of representation for these nations? Which ones              

should be abolished or reformed? 
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6. How can the international community work together to give these nations rightful            

representation and ensure the protection of human rights and democracy? 

7. What legal barriers should be respected or reformed in order to allow these nations to               

self-determine? How should “parent nations” reckon with the calls for self-determination           

from their territories? 

8. How will your delegation’s solutions ensure a solution to these issues while respecting             

the free will and democratic process? How will these nations consent to these changes              

and how should they be allowed to deny said help if the situation arises? 

 

 Delegates will be allowed to use the aforementioned case studies as initial examples for              

their arguments, but they are also expected to perform individual research on their delegation’s              

relationship with colonialism in order to support these plans. Therefore, a substantive amount of              

additional research will be necessary in order to accurately assess each delegation’s policies and              

solutions. 

 The following sources are good places to start (but not end!) delegates’ research             

concerning the case studies in this background guide: 

https://www.britannica.com/place/Puerto-Rico/History 

https://origins.osu.edu/connecting-history/top-ten-origins-catalonia-catalunya-and-spain 

https://agovc.org/history/ 

https://www.britannica.com/place/Tibet/Disunity-9th-to-14th-century 
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